7 SIGNS THAT INTEGRATED DOCUMENT REVIEW MAY BE RIGHT FOR YOU

1. **Your matter(s) involves large data volumes, or you manage a large litigation portfolio.**
   Whether GBs or TBs, you may not have the resources to collect, process, review and produce relevant materials in a timely and cost-effective manner. And if you have multiple matters ongoing at any one time, safe and reliable resources can help ease the burden. Integrated Document Review offerings such as Acuity can help you scale to any size or number of matters.

2. **You work under short deadlines.**
   Some matters require production in a matter of weeks, such as Hart-Scott-Rodino (HSR) “Second Requests” or FCPA investigations. Other matters may have longer deadlines, but high data volumes guarantee a race to the deadline. With Acuity, your deadlines will always be met, because the Acuity team establishes the deadline at the outset of the matter and staffs accordingly.

3. **You currently spend too much time managing providers.**
   Corporations use an average of five in-house e-discovery tools and five outsourced providers to meet their e-discovery needs. This creates an inefficient system in which legal teams spend more time on project management of providers, rather than the actual case. Acuity streamlines project management so that the entire process of legal review, from collection to production, is handled with one contact, and under one contract.

4. **You want cost-effective AND high-quality review.**
   Does this sound familiar? In an effort to reduce e-discovery costs, you choose a lesser-quality, cheaper service with low monthly fees. Yet at the end of the matter the total cost of e-discovery is greater than if you had gone with the seemingly expensive option. With Acuity, you can keep control over the total cost of legal review without sacrificing quality.

5. **Review and analysis is required.**
   Reviewers need to make decisions and redactions on documents, and also flag pertinent materials to counsel. This requires collaboration with outside counsel, as well as proven review technology. Acuity includes a sophisticated workflow that shares case intelligence with counsel in real-time, and utilizes award-winning FTI e-discovery software to help speed legal review.

6. **You are under a great deal of scrutiny.**
   Poor e-discovery processes can have a number of negative repercussions, from harmful rulings to hefty fines and a public relations nightmare. From statistical quality analysis to expert testimony, Acuity is defensible and fully backed by FTI, a tier one e-discovery provider.

7. **You need budget predictability.**
   You should know what a legal review will cost at the outset, yet as matters change in scope (and they always do!), many providers will tack on extra fees and penalties, often without alerting you. Acuity pricing is predictable. If the review takes longer or more work, you will not be charged extra. And, you will never incur a cost you haven’t approved.
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